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CHAPTER 7


Chemical Bonding and 

Molecular Geometry



summary page from 1412 review



Chapter 7.5:  Bond Strength

Ionic Bonding [7.1]

The Formation of Ionic Compounds

CHAPTER OUTLINE

7.1 Ionic Bonding

7.2 Covalent Bonding

7.3 Lewis Symbols and Structures

7.4 Formal Charges and Resonance

7.5 Strengths of Ionic and Covalent Bonds

7.6 Molecular Structure and Polarity



Electronic Structures of Cations

Main Group Elements

Transition Elements



Electronic Structures of Anions



Covalent Bonding [7.2]

Formation of Covalent Bonds



Pure vs. Polar Covalent Bonds

Both atoms have same EN One atom (Cl) has a greater 
EN than the other atom (H)



Electronegativity

Electronegativity versus Electron Affinity

• ELECTRON AFFINITY of an element is a measurable physical quantity, namely, the energy released 
or absorbed when an isolated gas-phase atom acquires an electron, measured in kJ/mol. 

• ELECTRONEGATIVITY describes how tightly an atom attracts electrons in a bond... It is a 
dimensionless quantity that is calculated, NOT measured.



Electronegativity and Bond Type



(EX) EN Trend

¿Arrange the following in order of increasing EN:   Se, Ba, F, Si, Sc      ?                                                                                

(EX) Direction of Polarity

¿Place an arrow to identify the direction of polarity in each of the chemical species below?                                                                                



Lewis Symbols and Structures [7.3]

<CAVEAT:  sections [7.3] and [7.6] will be taught together>



Lewis Symbols

Lewis Structures
The Octet Rule
Double and Triple Bonds

Writing Lewis Structures with the Octet Rule
Exceptions to the Octet Rule

Odd-electron Molecules
Electron-deficient Molecules
Hypervalent Molecules

Molecular Structure and Polarity [7.6]

VSEPR Theory
Electron-pair Geometry versus Molecular Structure
Predicting Electron Pair Geometry and Molecular Structure
Molecular Structure for Multicenter Molecules

Molecular Polarity and Dipole Moment
Properties of Polar Molecules



The NASA Protocol 

NOTE:  

This is a study aid I invented from 
surveying the work of others…

it is NOT found in textbooks



Where to find supporting information in the textbook



Molecular shapes determined by bond angles between atoms



VSEPR Theory: Valence shell electron-pair repulsion theory

5-Electronic Geometries
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Electronic Geometry versus Molecular Structure













Three Exceptions

Exception #1:  

Free Radicals — some atom has an unpaired electron

Exception #2:  

Less-than-carbon  (<C) — central atom is smaller than carbon



Exception #3:  

Hypervalent central atoms — central atom has more than 4 bonding pairs)



lone pair-lone pair > lone pair-bonding pair > bonding pair-bonding pair

lone pair > triple bond > double bond > single bond

Fine-tuning bond angles

Order of decreasing angles between AHED

Order of decreasing space occupied (“bulkiness”) by AHED



Properties of Polar Molecules

Whole Molecule

Bond

Molecular Polarity and Dipole Moments in Bonds and Molecules



Formal Charges and Resonance [7.4]

Calculating Formal Charge

(EX) ¿What is the formal charge of each atom of the ion CHO₂⁻?



(EX) ¿What is the formal charge of each atom comprising carbon monoxide?

PROCESS SUMMARY FOR DETERMINING FORMAL CHARGE

① Draw LDS, using all “dots”

② Homolytically cleave each bonding pair, giving one electron to each of the associated atoms

③ Count up the total number of electron associated with each atom, and compare that to the atom’s group number

④ • award a -1 for each electron greater than the group number 

      ⮑ eg, a Group 6 element with 8 ‘formal’ valence electrons would be assigned a formal charge of –2

      ⮑ as in: O₂⁻

     • award a +1 for each electron less than the group number

      ⮑ eg, a Group 5 element with 4 ‘formal’ valence electrons is assigned a formal charge of +1

      ⮑  as in:  N⁺



(EX) Formal Charge                                                                                                          

¿Write the most stable structure for nitrite ion?

Using Formal Charge to Predict the Most Stable of Possible Structures



Resonance:  Windshield Wiper Affect for Electron Movement



Strengths of Ionic and Covalent Bonds [7.5]

Bond Strength: Covalent Bonds

Average Bond Energy





Covalent Bonds:  Type vs. Length vs. Energy



(EX) Calculate ∆Hrxn from Bond energies                                                                                   [ex 7.9b]

¿Ethyl alcohol, CH 3 CH 2 OH, was one of the first organic chemicals deliberately synthesized by 
humans. It has many uses in industry, and it is the alcohol contained in alcoholic beverages. It can be 
obtained by the fermentation of sugar or synthesized by the hydration of ethylene in the following 
reaction:

Calculation of ∆Hrxn from Bond Energies



Ionic Bond Strength and Lattice Energy



(EX) Relative Ionic Strength  

¿Which is more strongly ionic:  Li2O  or   NaCl?                                                                                                        



The “Polarity Spectrum”

Non-Polar  —  Polar  |  Weakly Ionic  —  Strongly Ionic
	 	 Covalent		 	  |  		 	 	 Ionic



Born-Haber Cycle for Formation of CsF


